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This invention relates to vaginal diaphragms. 
.The chief object of ‘the present invention is to 
provide a structure that may be used by any 
woman as follows: Contract arnormally expan 
sible diaphragm and rim for insertion into the 
vagina, insert the same therein with the cup 
open end directed toward the cervix, ‘dispose the 
rim re'arwardly into the fornix until the dia 
phragm seals the cervix and then release the 
rim and diaphragm to the expansive force in 
herent in the rim. 
When so released the rim and diaphragm ex 

pand until the structure attains the maximum 
It is 

well known that women anatomically vary from 
50 to 105 mm. in diameter as to size. Again the 
same women vary anatomically at different times 
due to age variation and following childbirth, for 

‘ example. I 

'1 Heretofore, a woman was required to be ac 
curately measured by a physician and the proper 
size of structure then purchased. The distance 
measured is between the symphysis pubis and 
the posterior fornix. This meant that the physi 
cian used a set of varying sizes of rings for all 
patients, which even though sterilized after use 
for measurement purposes, nevertheless were re 
pugnant to many patients. 
Women anatomically vary in size in accord 

ance with the probability curve. Physicians and 
drugstores accordingly have had to carry in stock 
diaphragm pessaries of all sizes with the larger 
number in the intermediate and median size 
range. 
The chief feature of the present invention ac 

cordingly resides in the provision of an expan 
sible structure, capable of accommodation over 
the 50 to 105 mm. range by the elasticity of the 
diaphragm portion and the extensibility of the 
rim portion, the latter having positive means to 
limit the expansion to the maximum size. 

This structure preferably is of two types, one 
circularly outlined and the other elliptically out 
lined for this anatomical variation accommoda 
tion. 
The woman, asstated, can readily compress 

the structure of either type for vaginal insertion, 
accurately position same “by feel” and then re 
lease. For removal, only a portion of the rim 
need be gripped and the structure pulled out. 
The expansive force is such that at the small 

est diameter or size pressure upon the body wall 
is not excessive. Such pressure serves to retain 
the structure in position. 
Thus the invention consists of a one-piece, 
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one size, expansible rimmed diaphragmrwherein 
the expansion is positively limited and the rim 
always tends to expand to such limit and at the 
same time stretch the diaphragm for full cover 
age. 
The full nature of the invention will be un 

derstood from the accompanying drawings and 
the following description and claims: 
In the drawings 
Fig. 1 illustrates diagrammatically a portion 

of a woman’s anatomy with- the invention in 
place. . ' 

Fig. 2 is a side elevational view of the invention 
in expanded position and with parts broken away 
and other parts shown in section, dotted lines 
indicating the full collapsed position. 

Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the invention in 
collapsed position, parts being broken away to 
show other parts in section. ~ 

' Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 and of an 
elliptical and modi?ed form of the invention, 
dotted lines indicating the collapsed position. 
In Fig. 1 of the drawings there is diagrammati 

cally illustrated the vaginal tract of a woman 
with the invention applied thereto, that is with 
the diaphragm I0 covering the cervix and the 
rim ll disposed thereabout and engaging the 
body wall and being held in place by the ex 
pansion force inherent in the rim. 
Reference now will be had to Figs. 2 and 3. 

As stated, l0 indicates a very resilient, readily 
stretchable diaphragm portion preferably of soft 
rubber or latex. It is cup-shaped when fully 
contracted as shown in Fig. 3 and shallow dish 
like when fully extended. The variation is ef 
fected without resulting folds in the smaller sizes 
since surplus tends toward cupping. 
The rim generally designated II in Fig. 1 com 

prises an inner support and stop ?xture to which 
reference will be had more fully hereinafter, and 
a normally expansible helical spring arranged in 
closed formation. To this is secured the edge 
of the cup or dish diaphragm. 
In Figs. 2 and 3, I2 indicates a somewhat resili 

ent wire. The same is circularly disposed and the 
ends lap as at I3. The free ends are each of eye 
form l4 and disposed therein is one of the lapped 
portions l3. Thus this ring can normally expand 
but can not open up due to the stops comprised 
of eyes l4. 
Disposed about wire l2 and lap l3 in encircling 

and enveloping relation is a helix IS in clwed 
form, each turn being rubber covered. Trapped 
in the annular chamber produced thereby is the 
central wire core I2 and stops l4. 



3 
The diaphragm ID as stated is of soft rubber or 

latex and readily stretches. Its rim portion I6 is 
curled about the helix to form a nesting tube. 
The two may be vulcanized together. Hence 
when released this tube 16 elongates uniformly 
and not locally. 
The result jisa normally expansible rim pro 

vided diaphragm that can be contracted by the 
woman using same for insertion purpose and 
when inserted and properly positioned is released 
to its inherent expansion for automatic size ad 
justment and retention Without~discomfort. 

Reference will now be had to Fig. 4 wherein‘an 
elliptical form is illustrated. Herein’ two wires 20, 
U-shape in outline, confront each other and-‘have ‘ 
lapping end portions 2| terminatingiin free end 
eyes 22 that embrace the adjacent end. 
About wire 20 and portions 2| is disposed the 

rubber covered and now elliptical shaped helix 
‘23,. Y_.'I_‘he_ diaphragmj? includes, a tubular rim 25 
enveloping andengircling the helix. ' . 
Mwnilstheigveetion has. been mustered 'e?d 
deserihedieereat sietailiilthé dl‘éwin‘g’s‘érid'fbr‘e 
going description, the same is to‘be considered 
as illustrative and ngtrestrictive in character. 
_,__1I'he;seyeral modi?cations described herein as 
Well as others willjreadily ‘suggest them 
selves to persons skilled in this art, all'iare consid 
ereclto be Within the ewe. scop‘ebf the i‘hifeh?on, 
reference beinlghaidlto the appended claims. 
The invention claimed’is': . 

, enanetoznical autqmaticelly adjustable die 

a central.?exilqle'qianhragmof clip foun‘éxparijsi 
ble to dishiorm andterrninating in a rim portion, 
a closely coiled helix normally‘cvonstrairied‘toward 

. expansion and coextensiyely connected to t'h‘eirim 
portion, said helix exp‘ansivelyj constraining the 
.diaphraem?q its eiféhjiérih, a?ld?eli'x B‘Xpa?éion 
limitingimeansucoextensive with the helix and 
disposedwithin the helix. 
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2. Structure as de?ned by claim 1 wherein the 

last mentioned means comprises a circularly dis 
posed wire having lapping ends, each terminating 
in an eye portion enveloping the adjacent lapping 
end. 

3. Structure as de?ned by claim 1 wherein the 
last mentioned means comprises a pair of con 
fronting 'U -shaped wires. having lapping-adjacent 
ends, each terminating in an eye enveloping the 
adjacent lapping end. 

4. Structure as, de?ned by claim 1 wherein the 
“last *merrtion'ed Imeans comprises closed wire 
‘means generally conforms in outline to that of 
thejhelix‘ and includes therein at least one lap 

. ping ‘joint comprising a pair of eyes embracing 
adjacent lapping portions of the Wire means for 
limiting‘e'xter'isionthereof . l 

, 5. Structure as de?ned by claim e'wherein the 
wire means has inherent bias therein to enlarge 
the outline to assist the helix to expand the rim 

_ e. Structure‘asf'de?nediby aeimrwherémhe 
rim is in tube form and envelopes "the helix. , 

I ~Structure as 'de?ned by claim ‘ s'wherem-each 
coil “of” the helix is rigidly connected‘extern'a‘lly 
‘to the’ interior vof’the‘tubular rim for umrqrmex 
pansion of the latter and ‘uniform ‘stretching’of 
the diaphragm. ' _ v. I‘ v \ j _ ROBERT J. ‘BALLARD. ~ 

JAMES 'A. JACKSON." 
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